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GENERAL WORKS

BOOKS


Davies, John P.  Dragon by the tail; American, British, Japanese, and Russian encounters with China and one another.  New York:  Norton, 1972.  (DS 775 .D37)


Dulles, Foster R.  China and America; the story of their relations since 1784.  Port Washington, N.Y.:  Kennikat Press, 1946.  (E 183.8 .C5 D8)


Futrell, Robert F.  United States policy toward Southeast Asia, 1943-1968; a chronological compendium.  Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala.:  Aerospace Studies Institute, Air University, 1968.  (DS 503.4 C83u)


PERIODICAL ARTICLES


Thompson, C.L. America in the Far East: the treaty of Portsmouth; the Stimson doctrine; war and post-war. Current History 19:144-150, 198-205, 276-280, September/November 1950.


GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS


PICTORIAL WORKS

BOOKS


Pictorial History of the Korean War, the graphic record of the United Nations forces in action throughout every phase of the Korean conflict. MacArthur reports. Veterans of Foreign Wars memorial ed., n.p., 1951. (DS 918.15 .P5)


1898 - 1919

BOOKS


Millard, Thomas F. F. America and the Far Eastern question; an examination of modern phases of the Far Eastern question...New York: Moffat Yard and Co., 1909. (DS 518.8 .M64)


Waite, Carleton F. *Some elements of international military cooperation in the suppression of the 1900 antiforeign rising in China with special reference to the forces of the United States.* Los Angeles: Univ. of Southern Calif. Press, 1935. (DS 771.5 W14)

PERIODICAL ARTICLES


Diplomatic relations between the United States and Japan, 1908-1924. International Conciliation no. 211, pp. 161-219, June 1925.


United States and Japan. International Conciliation no. 124, pp. 91-129, March 1918.
GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS

1919 - 1941
INTERWAR YEARS

BOOKS


Feis, Herbert. The road to Pearl Harbor; the coming of the war between the United States and Japan. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1950. (D 753 .F29)


Koginos, Manny T. The Panay incident; prelude to war. Lafayette, Ind.: Purdue University Studies, 1967. (E 183.8 .J3 K78)

Moore, Frederick. With Japan's leaders; an intimate record of fourteen years as counsellor to the Japanese government, ending December 7, 1941. New York: C. Scribner's Sons, 1942. (DS 849 .06 M82)


Richardson, James O. On the treadmill to Pearl Harbor; the memoirs of Admiral James O. Richardson. Washington: Naval History Division, Dept. of the Navy, 1974. (V 63 .R53 A33)


PERIODICAL ARTICLES


Bisson, T. A. The United States and the Far East: a survey of the relations of the United States with China and Japan, September 1, 1930 to September 1, 1931. Pacific Affairs 5:66-81, January 1932.


1941 - 1945

WORLD WAR II

BOOKS


Chennault, Claire L. Way of a fighter; the memoirs of Claire Lee Chennault. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1949. (D 787.3 C51)

Coggins, Jack. The campaign for Guadalcanal; a battle that made history. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1972. (D 767.98 .C58)


Hagar, Alice. Wings for the dragon; the air war in Asia. New York: Dodd, Mead & Co., 1945. (D 790 .H14)


Holmes, Wilfred J. Undersea victory; the influence of submarine operations on the war in the Pacific. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1968. (D 783 .H75)

---

Lattimore, Owen. America and Asia; problems of today's war and the peace of tomorrow. Claremont, Calif.: Claremont Colleges, 1943. (DS 518.8 L36)


Melosi, Martin V. The shadow of Pearl Harbor: political controversy over the surprise attack, 1941 - 1946. College Station: Texas A & M University Press, 1977. (D 742 .U5 M44)


Miles, Milton E. A different kind of war: the little-known story of the combined guerrilla forces created in China by the U.S. Navy and the Chinese during World War II. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1967. (D 769.64 .M64)


---, vol. 5: The Pacific--Matterhorn to Nagasaki, June 1944 to August 1945. Wesley Frank Craven and James Lea Cate, editors. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1948. (D 790 .U5 v.5)


PERIODICAL ARTICLES


GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS


COLD WAR YEARS
AND
KOREAN CONFLICT
1945 - 1954

BOOKS


———. This kind of war; a study in unpreparedness. New York: Macmillan, 1963. (DS 918 .F29)


Rush, Eugene J. Military strategic lessons learned from the Korean conflict as they related to the limited warfare. Carlisle Barracks, Pa.: U.S. Army War College, 1974. (UA 11.5 .R8)


PERIODICAL ARTICLES


Colwell, James. Limited war with China: the exposed arteries. Reporter pp. 5-8, March 6, 1951.


Hudson, G. F. The basis for our defense of Formosa: the U.S. can invoke both international law and morality; why we must defend Formosa. Commentary 19:236-242, March; 313-319, April 1955.


The Korean war speaks to the Indo-Chinese war. Air University Quarterly Review. 7:44-62, Spring 1954.


GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS


1954 to the Present
Vietnam and Beyond

BOOKS

Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala.: Albert F. Simpson Historical Research Center, Air University, 1976.
(DS 558.8 .A26 1976)


Anatomy of an undeclared war; Congressional conference on the Pentagon papers. Patricia A. Krause, editor.

(E 183.8 .C5 B22)

(E 183.8 .C5 B45)

(DS 559.5 B43)


(DS 33.4 .U6 B76)


Colm, Peter W. *Peking's evolving concept of military security and implications for the United States*.
(UA 835 .C7 1978)

William B. Dickinson, Jr., editor. 2d ed.

Cooper, Chester L. *The American experience with pacification in Vietnam*.

Cornell University. Air War Study Group. *The air war in Indochina*.
(Oversize DS 557 .A65 C67)


Dawson, Alan. *55 days: the fall of South Vietnam*.


n.p.: California Arms Control and Foreign Policy Seminar, 1977. (UA 11 .E3)

Ellsberg, Daniel. *Papers on the war*.

Emerson, Gloria. *Winners and losers: battles, retreats, gains, losses, and ruins from a long war*.

Encounter at Shimoda: search for a new Pacific partnership.
Akira Iriye and Herbert Passin, editors.


---

**Three and a half powers: the new balance in Asia.**


Kirk, Donald. Wider war; the struggle for Cambodia, Thailand, and Laos. New York: Praeger, 1971. (DS 518.8 K59)


Meeko, Joseph G. The impact of the withdrawal of U.S. ground forces from Korea upon Japanese defense policy. Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala.: Air Command and Staff College, Air University, 1977. (UA 845 .M4)


51


PERIODICAL ARTICLES


—. U.S.-Chinese military ties. Foreign policy pp. 50-64, Fall 1975.


Ravenal, Earl C. Approaching China, defending Taiwan. Foreign Affairs, 50:44-58, October 1971.


GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS


REPORT LITERATURE


63
BIBLIOGRAPHIES


... Communist North Korea; a bibliographic survey. Washington: Dept. of the Army, 1971. (Z 3321 .U58)


... Army Library. *Japan: analytical bibliography with supplementary research aids and selected data on: Okinawa, Republic of China (Taiwan), Republic of Korea.* Washington: U.S. Dept. of the Army, 1972. (Ref Z 3001 .U525)
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